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Annual Announcement.
1898.
The Medical Department of the University of VE>rmont and State
Agricultural College was chartered by t he State in 182i:l. It was reorganized in 1854. The institution is consequently one of the oldest
Medical Colleges in the United States.
The forty-fifth annual course of lectures will begin Thursday,
January 6th, 1898, and continue until June 30th. With this session
the school inaugurates the four yea1· system of graded study, as a
requisite for graduation, due notice of which was given in the last
annt~:al circular. To carry out this plan a new lecture room for recitations has been fitted up, laboratories and apparatus improved, an d additional instructors secured.
The College Building, given to the University by the late John P.
Howard, is a substantial brick edifice, situated on Pearl street, in the
c ity of Burlingtqn, on the north side of and immediately overlooking
the College P ark . . The lecture room amphitheatre will seat comfortably three hundred and fifty students.
The laboratories for Practical Chemistry, Physiology, Histology
and Bacteriology, and the Dissecting Room for Practical .Anatomy, are
ample in size, and supplied with the modern conveniences and apparatus required for chemical experiments and physiological and anatomical
demonstratiens.
The College Museum is spaciou~ , well lighted , contains a large and
carefully arranged collection of specimens and preparations-many of
them rare-illustrating both normal and abnormal stru ctures. The
Museum is always open to students .
During his four years' study the student will receive instruction in
the following branches: .Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry, Materia
Medica and Therapeutics, Practice, Obstetrics, Surgery, Diseases
<>f Children, Ophthalmology and Otology, Pathology and Bacteriol<>gy, Neurology, Diseases of the Mind, Hygiene, Medical Jurisprudence, Venereal Diseases, Dermatology, Laryngology, and Gynrecology.
This instruction is given by scholastic a nd clinical lectures, and by
demonstrations. The curriculum includes laboratory courses in Urinary Analysis, Histology, Pathology and Bacteriology, and practical
work in Physical Diagnosis, Surgery and Demonstrative Obstetrics, each
student being required to take all of these courses, unless he present
evidence of bavinp; taken the same in some other recognized institution
(See requirements_for graduation, page 18).

OUTLINE OF THE

Course of Lectures.
Obstetrics and Diseases of Women.
PROF. A. F. A . KING.
ADJUNCT, PROF. P. E . M'SWEENEY.

This Course will comprise a series of lectures on the :science and
Practice of Midwifery, together with ·additional Lectures on Gynrecology. The main purpose of the lecturer will be to explain, impress and
simplify the matters required to be studied in the books, so as to render
them more easily intelligible and hence more pleasing and satsfactory
to the student. Tbe lectures will be illustrated by diagrams, models,
natural preparations, manikins and instruments.
Mathieu's Elastic Manikin, for demonstrating obstetrical operations
is used before the Class in the L ecture Room, and, in the course upon
Demonstrative Obstetrics, each student will be taught to do these operations himself, by practice upnn the manikin, under direction of a
demonstrator.
In the Department of Gynreology the various instruments and appliances required in treating the Diseases of Women will be exhibited,
and their uses fully explained . The pathological conditions of the
female organs will be illustrated by specimens and colored diagrams ~
and the various Surgical operations belonging to Gynrecological practice will be shown both clinically and upon the cadaver, by Prof. AP almer Dudley, Special Professor of Surgical Gynrecology.

Practice of Medicine.
PROF. A. P. GRINNELL.
In this department eve1•y effort will be made to associate scholastic
and clinical teaching, enabling the student to become thoroughly acquainted with the methods of investigating disease, and with the practical application of remedies at the bedside.
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The Scholastic Lectures will be illustrated by pathological specimens, charts, casts, diagrams, and micro-photographs.
Clinics will be held at the Mary Fletcher Hospital, where the student will be brought in direct cvntact with the subject under discussion.
Special instruction will be given in Physical Diagnosis, thus affording to every student a knowledge of Jiseases of the chest, and of the
most approved methods of diagnosis, and each student will haTe the
opportunity of educating his own ear and touch by the practice of Auscultation and Percussion upon living subjects, under direction of a competent instructor.

Chemistry and Toxicology.
PROF. RUDOLPH A. WITIHAUS.
ADJ:{JNCT, PROF. C. S . BOYNTON.

Instructor, DR. F. W.

BAYLISS.

The instruction in this department during the first year will be by
recitations, lectures and laboratory work, covering the principles of
chemistry, universal chemistry, qualitative analysis and urinalysis.
The object of the instruction during this year will be to establish a firm
groundwork for the rational study of the more advanced subjects
taught later in the course and impart familiarity with the technique of
chemical operations in the laboratory.
The teaching in the second year will be by lectures upon organic
chemistry, including the application of that science to Physiology,
Pathology and Therapeutics, upon the chemical branches of Hygiene
and upon Toxicology, both medical and forensic.

Physiology and Microscopic Anatomy.
PROF. J. HENRY JACKSON.
The lectures on this subject will comprise a description of the minute structure of the various tissues and organs of the body. Then will
follow a study of the functions of each . organ, in its entirety, as an independent meohanism; and finally the united and harmonious working
of all organs as determined by the regulating influence of a complete
nervous system. The lecture room instruction will be re.inforced and
illustrated by practical demonstrations in the Histological and Physiological Laboratory Courses.

MEDIOAL DEPARTMENT U. V. M.
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Principles and Pras;tice of Surgery.
PROF. A. M. PHELPS.
ADJUNCT, PROF. J.B. wHEELER.

The course in Surgery will consist of scholastic and clinical lectures, illustrated by plates, diagrams and surgical apparatus in general.
All of the more important surgical operations will be performed on the
cadaver before the class. On Wednesday and Saturday of each week
during the Surgical Course, a clinic will be held in the large amphitheatre of the Mary Fletcher Hospital, where the abundant supply of material, coming, as heretofore from all parts of the State, will enable the
student to witness a large number of the capital operations of surgery.
A course of practical instruction will be given by Prof. Wheeler, in
surgery. The application of splints, bandages, and other surgical appliances, by the students, will constitute one of the important practical
features of the course.

General Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.
PROF. H . C. TINKHAM.
DEMONSTRATOR, DR. H. R. VVATKINS.

The lectures in this course will be fully illustrated by preparations,
and dissections on the cadaver. The object will be to render the instruction thoroughly practical by as complete illustration as pqssible of
the facts taught, and by continued study of dissections and preparations.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
PROF. J . N. JENNE,
ADJUNCT, PROF. F . &.STODDARD.

The scope of instruction in this department will embrace a thor.
ough and practical study of those drugs which have a real therapeutic
value. The medicinal and the toxic effects, and the therapeutic uses of
each, will be discussed systematically, in such a manner that the student will receive a practical knowledge of the subject, founded on a
scientific basis. The methods of medication, the principles and the
practice of prescription-writing, and the therapeutic uses of heat, cold
and electricity, will receive special attention .
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Lectures

on Special Subjects.

Diseases of the Eye, Ear and Throat.
Prof. J. H . ·woodward, of Burlington, Vt., will give a course of
clinical lectures on Diseases of the Eye, Ear and Throat. During this.
course the student will be able to study a large variety of diseases of
the eye and ear, and to witness most of the important operations in
this department of sUl'gery.
(For the session of 1808, the lectures upon Diseases of the Th1·oat
will be given by Dr. Mark C. Twitchell.)

Diseases of the Nervous System.
Prof. Greame M. Hammond, of New York City, will deliver a
course of didactic and c linical lectures on Diseases of the Nervous System. Prof. Hammond's large experi ence as a neurologist and lecturer
enables him to give a most interesting and instructi've course.

Surgical Diseases of Women.
Prof. A . Palmer Dudley, of New York City, will give a course of
lectures on the Surgical Diseailes of Women . Th e lectures will be illustrated by clinical material, plates and manikin.

Pathology and Bacteriology.
Prof . J. H. Linsley, of Burlington, Vt. , will deliver a course of
lectuTes on these subjects during the session. The lectures will beabundantly illustrated by fresh pathological material and microscopica~
demonstrations of the more important varieties of micro-organisms.

Practical Anatomy.
H. R . WATKINS, M.D., DEMONSTRATOR.
E. A . WILSON , M. D. , ASSISTANT DEMONSTRATOR.

As a thorough knowledge of Anatomy is only to be obtained by dissection , every student is strongly recommended by the Faculty to d issect as much as possibl e dming the course of study. The dissecting
room is large, commodious, well ventilated and lighted. Material is
furnished free. The Demonstrator will be in daily attendance during
the time dissections are being made.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT U. V. M.
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During the last session we were able to provide all the dissecting
material the class required, and we have an abundant supply for the
season of 1898.

Insanity.
The Medical Superintendent of the Vermont State Asylum, Waterbury, Vt., will deliver a course of lectures on Insanity. The examination of the insane and treatment in the early and curable stages, will
have particular attention. Material for clinical instruction, so far as
possible, will be received from institutions near at hand.

Genito-Urinary and Venereal Diseases•.
Prof. Hayden, who is connected with the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in New York City, and who has for many years conducted the
Venereal clinic, will give a course of lectures upon this subject.

Medical Juris prudence.
BY J. E. CUSHMAN, ESQ., BURLINGTON, VT.

This course of lectures, designed to instruct on ly in such matters as
are essential to the medical practitioner, will treat of the right to practice medicine and surgery; the right to compensation; the degree of
skill the practitioner must possess ; his amenability to the criminal law ;
the return of births, deaths and contagious diseases; confidential communications from patients; medico-legal autopsies and reports thereon ;
whether death is the r esult of natural or violent causes; identification
of mutilated remains; the right to certain dead bodies for anatomical
purposes; medical and expert testimony; insanity, mental capacity, and
judicial toxicological investigations.

Diseases of Children.
PROF.

DILLON BROWN.

Prof. Dillon Brown of New York, editor of the Journal of Pediatrics.
will deliver a course of lectures on diseases of Infancy and Childhood, a
d epartment of study generally very superficially treated, although of
the utmost importance to the practicing physician. Prof. Brown will
ho ld a clinic every day during his course.

Dermatology.
PROF.

GEO .

T.

JACKSON.

Prof. Geo. T. Jackson of New York, whose labors in this department
of medicine are well known to the profession, will deliver a course of
lectures on dermatology, illustmted by plates, diagrams and microscopic
specimens. He will also hold a clinic every day during his course.

HJ
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Clinical Advantages.
The Mary Fletcher Hospital, erected and endowed solely by t h e
generosity of the lady whose honored name it bears, was opened in 1876
for the treatment of patients. Additions and improvements have been
made from year to year, until now it is unrivalled in its appointmeonts
for the care of medical and surgical cases.
The Hospital consists of a large and elegant administrative building,
with many rooms for private patients, and two ample pavilion wards.
In a separate building, connected with the wards and administrative
building by a corridm·, is a large amphitheatre, capable of seating two
hundred persons. There ar€1 also an anresthetizing an d a recovery room
opening into the amphitheatre. Rooms for out-patients are also attached to the building. In fact, every anangement for Clinical Instruction
is provided .
In th e amphitheatre, Medical and Surgical Clinics will be held during
the entire session.
The followin g are members of th e Medical and Surgical Board of '
the Hospital, who are connected with the Medical College :

Consulting Su1·geon:
Cons~tlting Physician:
Attending Su1·geon:
Attending S~t1·geon :
Attending Physician:
Attending Physician:
Ophthalmic Surgeon:

A. M. PHELPS.
A. P. GRINNELL.
PROF. JOHN B. WHEELER.
PROF. H. C. TINKHAM .
PROF.

PROF.

E. M c SWEENEY.
E . R. WATKINS.
PROF. J. H. WOODWARD.

DR. P .
DR.

The Fanny Allen Hospital under th e charge of the Providence Sisters,
will furnish cases for clinical instruction. The students will be permitted to visit the Hospital in section s and witness operations when the
patient cannot be transported to the am phitheatre.
Several members of the Medical and Surgical Staff of the Hospital
are connected with the Medical College.

College

Clinics.

Patients presenting themselves at these Clinics for advice and treoatment are examined, the peculiarities of each case are explained, the

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT U . V. M.
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appropriate treatment is prescribed, and th e re<iuisite surgical operations
are performed before the class.
On Wednesday mornings, during the early par t of the term, Medical Clinics will be held at the Hospital by Prof . Grinnell and Prof. Jenne.
On Saturday mornings, during the early part of the term, Surgical
Clinics w ill be h <:l ld at the Hospital by Prof. Wheeler .
On Saturday mornings, and a lso on Wednes1ay aftern oons, during
the latter par t of the term, Surgical Clinics w ill be held at the Hospital
by Prof. Phelps.
Additional clinics, by special Professors, (for the dates of which
schedule cards will be prepared) will be given as follows :
On Diseases of the Eye, Ear and Throat, by Prof. Woodward.
On Venereal Diseases by Prof. Hayden.
On Diseases of the Skin by Prof. G. T. J ackson.
On Diseases of Women by Prof. Dudley.
On Diseases of the Nervous System by Prof. Hammond.

Requirements for Entrance.

i

Applicants will be required to pass an Entrance Examination il'l
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geog1·aphy. Orthog1·aphy, Ame1·ican Histm·y,
English Composition and Elementa1·y Physics before they may be regularly enrolled as students in good standing in th is Department; those
who fail in one or more branches at these examinations, may be enrolled
as conditioned students; they mus t make up the deficiency, however,
during the first year, before they can be en r o.lled as student!~ in regular
standing.
EXCEPTIONS :-Such entrance examination will not be ?·eqtti?·ed
of applicants of the following classes :
'
1. Those who declar e themselves in tv?·iting not to be candidates
for the Degree in Medicine from this College.
2, Those who have r eceived the Degree of A . B. , A. M., B.S., M.
S., Ph. B., or Ph. D. , from a College or University which maintains a
satisfactory Academic standard.
3. Tho3e who have successfully completed a full year's course of
stud y in any College or Univer sity which maintains a satisfactory Academic stand ard.
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4. Those who have passed satisfactorily the entrance examin ation
to the Literary or Scientific Department of the University of Vermont,
or to any other Uollege or University which maintains a satisfactory
Academic standard.
5. Those who have passed an entrance examination to a Medical
School having requirements for entrance equivalent to those adopted by
this Faculty.
6. Those who have received a "Medical Student's Certificate"
from the Regents of the State of New York, or from any similarly constituted authority in oth er States.
7. Those who have r eceived a Diploma or Certificate for any ten
studies from the Regents of the State of New York, or from any similarly
constituted authority in other States.
8. Those who have satisfactorily completed a three years' course
in a High School , Normal School, or Academy.

Entrance Examinations.
Entrance examinations will be held by PrincipalS. W. Landon at
the High School bu ilding, September 28-30, 1897, J anuary 24-28, March
21-25, June 13-17, 1898.
The laws of the State of New York specify that no person shall
practice medicine or surgery in that State who shall not have passed an
examination conducted und er the authority and in accordance with the
rules of the Regents of the University of the State of New York, before
beginning the first annual Medical course counted toward the degree.
To enable students to take these examinations in Burlin gton , the
Regents have appointed as Regents' Examiner for the University of
Vermont, PrincipalS. W . Landon, who will hold the r equired examinations at the place and upon the dates given above for the "entrance examinations."
The req uirements established by the Legit;lature of New York are
as follows: For matriculants prior to Jan. 1, 1897 ,24 academiccoun ts ,
but all matriculants after Jan. 1, 1897, must secure 48 academic counts,
or their full equivalent. The following is a list of su bjects from which
the candidate can select at will subjects sufficient to secure the required
number of counts . The figure prefixed to each subject sho ws bow many
counts are allowed that subject.
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Academic Studies or Counts.
Subjects in i talics are those in wh ich examinations are held in June
only.
GROUP 1.
4 Latin, !3d year,
4 Cresar's Commentaries,
Language and Literature.
4 Latin, 3d year,
2 Sallust's Catiline,
English.
2 Cicero's Orations.
4 English, 1st year,
Special reading courses 1-8.
4 English, !3d yea1·,
4 English, 8d year,
2 English selections,
2 Advanced English,
2 English prose,
2 English composition,
2 English 1Joetry,
2 Rhetoric,
2 American selections,
2 English literature.
1 Ge1·man classics in English,
2 American literature,
1 French classics in English,
2 English reading.
1 Latin classics in English,
1 Greelc classics in English,
Modern foreign.
1 Ovid's Metamorphoses,
4 Virgil's Aeneid,
4 German, 1st year,
1 Virgil's Eclogues,
4 German, 2d year,
4 Greek, 1st year,
4 German, 3d year,
4 (l'reelc, !3d year,
4 French, 1s t year,
4 Xenophon's Anabasis,
4 French, 2d year,
2 Homer's Iliad,
4 French, 3d year.
4 Greelc, 3d year .

.Ancient.

4 Latin, 1st year.
GROUP

2.

Mathematics.
2
4
2
4
2
1

Advanced arithmetic.
Algebra,
Advanced algebra,
Plane geometry,
Solid geometry,
Plane trigonometry,

2 First reading course in U. S. history,
'
2 Second reading course in U. S.
history,
2 New York history,
2 Civics,
2 Economics,
GROTIP

1 Spheric t1·igonomet1'1J.
GROUP

Physical.
Astronomy,
Physics, part 1,
Physics, part 2,
Chemistry, part 1,
Chemistry, part 2.

Other studies.

3.

Science.

2
2
2
2
2

5.

2
1
1
2

Stenography, 50 words per min.,
Stenography, 75
"
"
"
Stenog1·aphy, 100 "
''
"

2

Home science.

Bookkeeping,

Form study and d1·awing.
2 Drawing,
2 Advanced drawing.

14:
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Geologic.
SUMMARY.

2 Physical geography,
2 Geology.
Academic.

Biologic.

Subjects.

2 Botany,
2 Zoology,
2 Physiology and hygiene.
GROUP 4.

History and Social Science.
2
1
1
2
2

General history,
Greek history,
Roman history,
English history,
U. S. history.

Academic.

B1·anches. Counts.

English ___ . _______ .17
German _______ . ____ 3
French______ ______ 3
Latin ____ ---------- 9
Greek ___ ______ _____ 5
Mathematics _______ 7
Science ___ ________ .10
History, etc ____ .... 10
Other studies _____ __ 7

12
12
26
18
16
20
18
12

Total _____ __ ______ 71

170

36

At least five days before each examination the candidate should
notify the examiner upon what subjects he wishes to be examined.
The following are copies of questions used in the Regents' examinations of 1897, from which candidates can get an idea of the character
and scope of the preparatory work required. The questions for the
regular entrance examinations are materially the same. Further particulars concerning the examinations, and also the New York State law
on this subject, can be obtained by consulting or writing to the official
examiner.

Geography.
100 credi ts, necessary to pass, 75 .

Answer ten questions but no more; Each complete answer will receive
10 credits.
1. Make an outline map of the county in which you live, and show
on it the location of the county seat and of ~he principal railways.
Show also the principal physical features such as important streams,
lakes, mountains.
2. Write brief descriptions of two of the followil)g : Hudson
valley, Susquehanna valley, Genesee valley, Adirondack region, Oatskill region.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT U. Y. M.
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3. Give the location of each of the following and state one important fact connected with each; Schenectady, Kingston, Poughkeepsie,
Rochester, Oswego.
4. Mention in order of importance jive sea ports on the eastern
coast of the United States, and give the state in which each is
located.
5-6. Make a drawing of the Mississippi river with jive of its
principal branches. Show the states lying on each bank of this
river.
7. Mention the states of the Union bordering on the Pacific
ocean. Give the capital of each and state one important product of
each.
8-9. Make an outline map showing the southern portion of Florida
and at least three principal islands of the West Indies. Draw on this
.map the tropic of Cancer.
10. Describe the three principal ri•er systems of South America.
(Use drawing if preferred.)
11. Compare the climate of southern Sweden w ith that of
Northern Labrador in nearly the same latitude. Account for the difference.
12. Describe the change of seasons, using diagram.
13. Describe three of the following : Corea, Sumatra, To.kio, Siam,
Ceylon.
14. Write a description of Australia ; touching on soil, climate,
products, government, aborigines, peculiar animals.
15. Describe three of the following : Athens, Constantinople,
Crete, Cape Town, the Nile.

Physics• .
100 c1·edits, necessa1'Y to pass, 75 .

.Answer 10 questions but no more.

Each complete answe1· will receive

10 c1·edits.

1. Define energy, density, cohesion, dyne, momentum.
2. Describe an experiment illustrating the surface tension of
liquids.
3. Describe the process of dialysis and state one important use of
this process. What are c1·ystalloids, colloids ?

l
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4. A ball thrown downward with a velocity of 30 feet a second
reaches the earth in 12 seconds; find the distance traversed by the ball
and its final velocity.
5. A weight of 200 pounds is SUSJlended from a rod 6 feet long at a
point 18 inches from one end; what force must be applied at each end
of the rod in order to lift the weight?
6. Find in kilograms the total hydrostatic pressure on the inside
of an open tank 2 meters square and 3 meters deep, filled with water.
7. Explain by aid of diagrams the action of (a) a lifting pump, (b)
a force pump.
8. The boxes in which the axles of railway cars revolve are made
of metal different from that of the axles ; explain the reason for this .
9. A piece of brass plus 40 grams placed in the pan of a Nicholson's
hydrometer sinks it to the same mark to which it is sunk by a weight
of 1000 grams in the pan ; when the brass is transferred from the pan
to the basket, a weight of 190 grams in the pan is required to sink the
hydrometer to the same mark. Find the specific gravity of the brass.
10. Find the length of a pendulum that makes 25 vibrations a
minute. (Length of second's pendulum = 99.3 em.)
11. Why is (a) loose clothing warmer than tight clothing, (b) dry
clothing warmer than wet clothing?
12. Find the temperature of the mixture when 100 grams of lead
at 50° C. are mixed with 40 grams of water 15° C. (Specific heat of
lead =.0314.)
13. Explain some method of manufacturing artificial ice.
14. Account for the breaking of a glass tumbler when hot water is
poured into it.
15. If a liter of air at 0° C. is heated to 80° C., what will be its
volume, the pressure remaining constant?

United States History.
100 C?·edits, necessary to pass, 75.

Answe1· 10 questions bttt no more. Each complete answer wilt receive
10 credits.
1. State the principal evidences that Am erica had been visited by
Europeans before the first voyage of Columbus.
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2. Give an account of the North American indians, covering the
following points: (a) why they were called indians, (b) their pe1sonat
appearance and leadin g characteristics, (c) their occupations and mod e
of life.
3. Give an account of one of the following : (a) two unsuccessful
attempts of Englishmen to plant colonies in America, (b) the establishment of the first permanent English colony.
4. Mention the names of the first two settlements made by the
Massachusetts Bay company. What was (a) the character of the settlers, !b) their chief reasoll for coming to America (
5. Show by a map the territory in what is. now the United States
claimed in 1640 by each of the following nations: English, French,
Spanish, Dutch, Swedish .
6. State the basis of the claim to American territory made by each
of the nations mentioned in question 5.
7. Give an account of the Pennsylvania colony, touching on (a)
the character of its founder, (b) the circumstances under which the
lands for it were granted, (c) the chief object for which it was founded.
8. Give an account of the struggle between the French and
English for supremacy in America, covering (a) the extent and importance of the territory called New France, (b) the part taken by the indians, (c) the final contest and its results.
9. Explain (a) three principal causes that first led the colonies to
resist English rule, (b) two immediate causes that led the colonies to declare their independence.
10. Show the special importance of each of tlwee of the following
battles: Bunker Hill, Long Island, Trenton, Oriskany, Eutaw Springs.
11. Write on two of the following topics concerning the civil war :
(a) organization of the confederate states, (b) relative con·dition of
northern and southern states as to readiness for war, (c) effects of th e
blockade of the southern ports, (d) importance of Sherman's march
through Georgia.
12. Write biographic notes on five of the following : Miles Standish,
Roger Williams, Marquette, Samuel Adams, Molly Pitcher, Commodore
Perry, John Marshall, Henry Clay, Winfield Scott, William H. Seward.
WASHINGTON'S ADMINISTRATION.

13. Give an account of the condition of the nation at the beginning
of Washington's administration, as to (a) extent of settled territory, (b)
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aggregate population, (c) occupations of the people,

(d)

leading cities ,

(e) facilities for travel and communication .

14. Give the name and official title of each of the members of
Washington's cabinet, and write biographic notes on tlwee of them.
15. Describe in detail the measures adopted for building up the
credit and paying the debts of the nation. What were the chief points
<>f difference between Jefferson and Hamilton regarding these measu res?

Requirements for Graduation.
Fow· full courses of lectures of at least twenty weeks each will be
req uired of all students who matriculate subsequent to July, 1897;
those who matriculated before this time will be requirE-d to attend three
full courses, according to the regulations in force before the four year
system was adopted.
No period of practice will be taken as the equivalent of any lecture
-course.
No candidate shall be admitted to an examination until his college
·
fees are paid in full.
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Medicine, before presenting
themselves for examination, must have attended at least four full
courses of lectures of twenty weeks' duration each, the last at this College. The candidate must have studied medicine four years, must have
~ttained t~e age of twenty-o~!l y,ears, and mvst pr~sep~ full certificatE)s
of the time of his study, of age, and of moral character. Each candi-date is required to deposit his examination fee with the Secretary of the
Faculty one month before the close of the session:
Before !>resenting himself for examination, and in addit,i on to
.attendance upon the regular lectures, both scholastic and clinical ' it is
farther required that he shall have pursued the study of Practical
Anatomy, by dissection under the guidance of a demonstrator ; that he
:ahall have taken at least one course of laboratory instruction ·in Urinary
Analysis, in Histology, in Pathology and Bacteriology; and one course
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of practical work in Physical Diagnosis, Practical Surgery, and Demonstrative Obstetrics, either in this or in some other regular Medical" College.
He must also pass a satisfactory written or oral examination before
the Medical Faculty and Board of Medical Examiners appointed by the
State Medical Society. No thesis is required,
The tickets and Diplomas of Eclectic and Hom reopathic, or Botanic
Colleges, or the Colleges devoted to any special system of medicine, are
considered irregular, and will not be recognized under any circumstances. Certificates from preceptors who practice any particular system of medicine, or who violate in any way the Code of Ecthics adopted
by the profession, will not be accepted under any circumstances, even
if the preceptors be regular graduates in medicine .
Graduates of other regular Medical Colleges who desire a degree
from this University, must pass a satisfactory examination in Anatomy,
Physiology, Chemistry, Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Practice of
Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics.
No credit in time or in lectures shall be given any student, by virtue
<>f his Degree in Pharmacy, Dentistry, or Veterinary Surgery.
Degrees in absentia are not conferred by this University under any
circumstances whatever.

Examinations.
Students who matriculated under the three-year system (prior to
July, 1897), may, after having attended two full courses of lectures in
all departments taught in this College, be examined upon the four
Primary Branches of Anatomy, Physiology, Chemistry and Materia
Medica, at the end of their second course, and. if svccessful in these
examinations, they will be ~~amined ~t the end of th~.ir third course
'upon the Final Branches of Practice, Surgery and Obstetric;;. Candioates for the primary examinations 'ill be required to pay three-fifths
<>f the examination fee; the certificate of age, moral character and term
of study, and the remainder of the examination fee must be handed to
the Secretary at the regular time before the final examination .
All examinations are held at the close of the regular session only.
Certificates of having passed in any branch or branches in other
colleges will not be accepted by this college.
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~tudents matriculating after July, 1897, will be examined at the
close of each college session.

Faculty Prizes.
The Faculty have established two Prizes for general proficiency in
examination-a First Prize of Fifty Dollars, and a Second Prize of
Twenty-five Dollars. The prizes will be awarded as follows :
The ten students who pass the best examinations for their degree
will be allowed to compete in a written examination for the prizes ; of
this number, the five who rank highest shall be called Honor Men, and
will each r eceive a Special Diploma of Honor, and of these last, those
who are deemed worthy shall receive respectively the first and second
prizes.
The Honor Men of 1897 were: John Patrick James Cummins, A.B.
John Henry Blodgett, Ph. B. Alfred Merriman Rowley. Albert Andrews Wheelock and Rev. George Arthur Huntley.
First Pri.ze was awarded to John P. J. Cummins, A. B. Second
Prize to John H. Blodgett, Ph. B.

Full Fees of the College.
Matriculation Fee, payable each term _____ _____________ ___ ____ _$ 5 00
Full Course of Lectures, each year _. _______ . _______ __ _. ________ 100 00
Single Ticket, for those who wish to take one or more subjects
and not the whole course ___________ ____ _________ ... _ ______ 20 00
Fee for graduation, payable onee and not returnable .. _____ .__ _ 25 00
Graduates of other regular Medical Schools are admitted on payment of the matriculation fee and $25.00.
Graduates of this school are admitted without fee.
Theological students are admitted on payment of the matriculation
fee only, unless intending to gradu te in medicine, in which case they
will be required to conform to the above conditions.
All fees must be paid to the Secretary, and are payable in advance.
For further particulars address the Secretary,
or A. P. GRINNELL, M, D.,
Dean.

B. J. ANDREWS, M. D.
Mary Fletcher Hospital,
BuRLINGTON, VT.
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Board.
Board may be obtained for from $3.50 to $5.00 per week. Good
accommodations can be found for students who wish to board themselves. Many adopt this method at a great reduction in expense. Students who intend tO"" board themselves will find such bedding and culinary articles as they may require furnished with the rooms.
After registering, every student is furnished with a cert!Jicate entitling him to reduced rates on railroad and steamboat lines running into
Burlington.

Text Books and Books of Reference.
On Anatomy.-Morris, Gray, Holden's Manual, Haynes' Manual.
On Physiology.-Foster, Kirke, Flint, Yeo, Howell.
On Ohemistry.-Witthaus' Manual, 4th edition; Witthaus' Laboratory Guide, 3d edition.
On Theory and Practice.-Osler, Loomis, Flint, Anders, Wood and
F itz, Roberts, Musser's. Diagnosis, Pepper, Herrick's Hand-book of Diagnosis, Hughes, DaCosta's Diagnosis, Clinical Diagnosis, Simon.
On Obstet1·ics.--Piayfair, Parvin's, Lusk's Obstetrics, King's Manual, .
Grandin & Jarman's Works, the American Text-book of Obstetrics.
On Diseases of Women.-Garrigues, Thom11s and Munde.
On Materia Medica and TIM1·apeutics .-H . C. Wood, Hare's System, (3 vols.) Biddle, Shoemaker, White, National Dispensatory , Hare,
(1 vol.) ; (Therapeutics,) Thoreton; (Prescription writing,) U. S. Pharmacopre.
On SU1·ge1·y.- Senn's Principles of Surgery, Parks, Treve's Manual
of Operative Surgery, Morris, How we treat Wounds to-day. Atdomi ·
nal Surgery, Keith. Wharton's Minor Surgery and Bandaging.
On Diseases of the U1"ina1·y Organs.-Taylor, Hayden, Van Buren
& Keyes.
On Diseases of the Eye, Ear and Throat.-Fuchs on the Eye, Nettleship, Graeber on the Ear, Burnette, Disease Ear, Nose, Throat, (2 vols.)
Seiler, Nose and Throat.
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On Med ical JU1·isp1·udence. - W itthaus & Becker, Taylor, Wharton
& Stille, Ordronaux, Reese, and Chapman.

On Diseases of Child1·en.-Rotch, Smith, American Text Book of
Diseases of Children.
On Diseases of the Skin.- Taylor, J ackson, Crocker, Fox, Duhring.
On Diseases of the Ne1·vous System.-Hammond, Dana, Gray, Mills,
Derum.
Dictiona1·y of Medicine.- Duane, Keating, Dunglison, Gould.
Bact~riology.-Fraen kel (Linsley), Abbott, Sternburg.
(Jlinical Microscopy.-Diagnosis (Von Jakscb) , Urinary An alysis
(Purdy), Reyess' Atlas.
Histology.-Piersal, Kl ein, Schafer.
Hygiene.- Robe.
Pathology.-Dela:field & Pruedler, Gr een, Ziegler, Woodh ead, Billroth (Surgical), Senns, P agets.

,
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Graduates.
l897.
NAME.

RESIDENCE.

Clayton Gerald Andrews, Ph. B .. ____ .. __._ ... __ ...... ... __ .. Vermont
John Waite Avery, A. B. ____ ___ . .... ____ .. ____ ______________ Vermont
Walter Emery Barton ........... . . . _. _____ __.... _...... Massachusetts
Charles Henry Bates .. ______ .. __ .... ___ . __ _. ____ ..... __ . ... . Vermont
George Lucian Bates .. ______ ___ __________ ____ ___ ___ ____ .. __._ Vermont
Frederick Wheaton Bay lies .... _. __ . _.... _.. . ... ... .... . _... . Vermont
Ernest Walsworth Bennett .. __ _. __ . __ ._. __ .. __ __ . ...... . ... New York
Edwin Payson Bigelo w __ . ____ . . __ .... - ---- --- ________ . ____ Vermont
John Henry Blodgett, Ph. B. _______ .. __ . ______ . ___ __ ____ . ____ Verm ont
Edmund Towle Brown .... __ .. ______ .. __________ ___ . . New Hampshire
William Francis Caffrey . . ..... ....... . . __ ......... ... . Massachusetts
Samuel Johnson Cogswell ..... . __ ........ . __ . ... __ .. .... Massachusetts
John Henry Collins ____ _________ __________ ___ _____________ _New York
John Patrick J. Cummins, A . B. ___________________ __ _____ New Jersey
Herman Hunter Dinsmore ... . ___ . ___ _______ __ ___ __ __ .New Hampshi re
Frank L ee Dunham,_ A. B. __________________ ___ _________ _____ Vermont
Stanton Seely Eddy, A. B.____ ____ _ --- - --- ---- __ _____ _... . Vermont
William Hudson Engles by . . . .... . .............. ____ __ _. _____ Vermont
Charles William Farr. __ . ___ ____________ _..... ___________ ___ .New York
Worth Tyndall Gatch elL _______________ . ____________ ___ __ ._ New York
Anthony Marvin Goddard ..... . __ .. ______ ________ _____ ___ __ _Vermont
Chauncy Hopkins Graves, Ph. G. ____________ __ _______ ___ __ New York
William H. Grinnell .. __ . __ .... ________ _.. _______ __________ __ Vermont
Walter Sebra Gustin .... ____ ........ ________ ____ ____ ____ ____ _Vermont
John Darwin Harrigan. ___ .... _______ _______ _________ __ ... . New York
Lewis Albertus HeideL ... ___ . ____ ._ . . ___ ____ _________ . ___ .New York
Geor ge Isaac Hemingway . __ . ___ . . _________ _______ .... ____ __ Verm ont
Rev. George A rthur Huntley __ _________ . ___ __. ___ . __ .... ___ . England
Harry Bestow Huver, D. D. S., M. D. S ... .. -------- ____ .... New York
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Wesley Lindley Murray Knowles ...... ............. ..... ... . Vermont
Henry Clarence Lapp .. _.. __ ... __ .. .. ............... ____ .... New York
Harry Edwin Lewis __ -------- -- - --------------------------Vermont
Alverne Percy Lowell, Ph. B. __ . . ---· .... __ ... ___ ...... _.. __ _Vermont
William David McFee .... .. __ .... .. ____ . ____ . ___ _----_ .Massachusetts
Albert James Mackay ____________ .... _______ . __ -----· __ .. ___ Vermont
Isaac Charles Munson .. _. __ .. ___ . ... _.... _... _.- ------· .. .. . New York
William Edwin Oakes _______ . __.......... __..... _._ .. ___ ... . Vermont
John Reynolds Patton ...... _. __ .. .. -- _. __ ..... __ ............ Vermont
Robert Huse Purple .... __ .. ____ - --·_ ... __. _______ . __ _.. __ .. _. Vermont
Walter Hildreth Ranks .. __ ____ .. . __ ... ---- _. .. . _. __ . __. Massachusetts
Verne Moores Rogers ...... __.. _____ . __ .. _. _____ .. _._ .New Hampshire
A lfred Merriman Rowley ___ ___ ..... _... .. .. . ........... Massachusetts
Frederick Damon Sherrard .... __ __ ... . _.... __ .......... .... __ .Maine
John Milton Stevens .... --·---- · ·- - ----- ----- ----- --------· .. Vermont
Herbert Emmons Stockwell. ..... ____ ... _______ . ___ __ .. __ .... Vermont
William John Tyndall, Jr._._ . __ .. _. . . __ ..... _._ .. __ .. . __ .... Vermont
William John Waller _______ . __ .. _... .. . .. .... __ _._ .. __ .. Massachusetts
Albert Andrews Wheelock . ... ________ .... ____ . __________ ... . Vermont
Frank Dunster White. ___ .. _.. _______ ___ . ____ ..... _. __ New Brunswick
Henry Lawrence Wilder ...... _. ___ ._ .... ____ ._ . ..... __ ... __ .Vermont
Rodney F. Willard __ __ ------ - - .... --·· ___ .. .. _____ ______ ... . Vermont
Allen Everard Wilson._ .. _... _____ ........... ______ ... ___ ._ .. _.Maine
Robert Browning Wilson ___ . ____ ....... ... .... ___ . _______ .. Vermont
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Class l897.
NAME.

RESIDENCE.

Edson Moses Abbot. __ ..... _____________ ._. ___________ .Laconia, N. H.
Lemuel Payson Adams, A. B, ________________ ___________ Swanton, Vt.
John Adams . __ ______________ ______ _________________ Dorchester, Mass.
Leon Bernard Allen _______________________________ .East Roxbury, Vt. '
Walter Brainard Allen ___________________________ .. St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Ernest Jason Alley _______ ______________ __ ______________ . Lowell, Masa.
Albert Kurwin Aldinger _____________________________ Bloomsbury, Pa.
Clayton Gerald Andrews, Ph. B. ________________ . ___ ___ Richmond, Vt.
George Riley Anderson. ___ . _____________________________ Rutland, Vt.
Albert A lphonso Appel .. ____________________________ .Morristown, Pa.
John Waite Avery, A. B. __ ... _________________________ .St. Albans, Vt .
Harold Levi Baldwin _________ ____ _____ ____________ .Gouverneur, N. Y.
Harry Lee Barnes. ____________ __________ ______________ .Adams, Mass.
Walter Emery Barton .. ___ . ____________________________ Spencer, Mass.
George Joseph Bassow ____________ ___ _______ __ .Stafford Springs, Conn.
Charles Henry Bates. _____ ____________ ____ ______ ___ ___ Bw·lington, Vt.
George Lucian Bates. ________________________________ .Morrisville, Vt.
John Mason Blake ____________ . __________ . ___ . ____________ Fairfax, Vt.
Frank Hamilton BrazilL ____ ____ _____ ___________ _______ .Boston, Mass,
Charles Arthur Beach __ ______ ... ____________________ .. Burlington, Vt.
Chester Charles Beckley _______ ____ ___________________ .. Plainfield, Vt.
Ernest Walsworth Bennett .. ____ _____________________ .Fairport, N. Y.
Edwin Payson Bigelow __ .. ___ . ________ --·. ___________ ___ _.Stowe, Vt.
Robert Truman Briggs. ______ ________ _____ _______ . __ .Brooklyn, N. Y.
John Henry Blodgett, Ph. B .. __________ __________ ________ Grafton, Vt.
Edmund Towle Brown .. ______ .. _____________________ .Ashland. N. H .
Frederick Wheaton Baylies. __________________ ____ New Bedford, Mass.
Charles Austin Bonny, Jr. ______ ____ ___________ __ .New Bedford, Mass.
Richard Botsford ___________________ . ______ . _______ Fort Dodge, Iowa
Thomas Edward Boylan .. _____________________________ Taunton, Mass.
Charles Henry Brown ____________________ __________ .Springfield, Mass.
Nicholas Borrelli ____ ----------------------- - ----- ____ Brooklyn, N.Y.
John Harold Buffum, Ph. B .. ________________________ .East Dorset, Vt.
Newell Cutter Bullard .. _____ . ________________ .North Attleboro, Mass.
Edward Daniel Burtt ________ _____________ _________ ____ Ashland, N.H.
Rev. Elmore C. Clark __________ __ ______________ ____ ____ Ashland, N.H.
Noe Napoleon Charbonneau ___________________________ Hudson, Mass.
Claud Melnotte CampbelL _____________________________ .Rochester, Vt.
William Francis Caffrey ___ . _______________________ . Huntington, Mass •.
Thomas Callaghan. _____ .. ___ .. __ . ___ . _______________ Pawtucket, R.I.
Allen Bell Clement. __________________________________ .Burlington, Vt.
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George Trumble Childs ________ ----- ___________ . - .- -- Wa~lingford, Vt.
Frank Phillip Conway ________ --_- __ -- __ ---- --- .. -- ----Hmsdale, N. H .
Irving Smith Coburn _______________ . ---- _____ .------- .. Belvidere, Vt:
Samuel Johnson CogswelL. _____ _---- _________ - .. Ashburnham, Mass .
.J. H. Collins .. __ ____ ---- ----__________ __ ______ .. Schuylerville, N. Y .
Dexter Jameson Clough. ______ . --·- ______________ .- _____ Portland, Me.
Ralph Dent Converse .. ______________ .. _. ____ ---- ____ New ~ork, N. Y .
.James William Courtney _. ____ .. _____ . ____________ . __ .Burlington, Vt.
James Hervey Conklin ____ . __________________ . __ . ___ _Hartford, Conn .
.JohnPatrickJ. Cummins, A. B·---------~------------Vineland , N .J.
Earl Percy Cushman. _______________ __ _______ ---- _... Branford, Conn.
Martin James Dalton .. _____ _____ .... --- ______ _._. ___ .Marlboro, Mass.
·Charles Henry Dean __ .. ____ ---- __ .. -- ----- ___ .North Ferrisburgh, Vt.
William Edward Denning .. ______ ____________________ .Burlington, Vt.
Arthur Clarence Devere .... ______ _____ ._--- _____ .. _____ .Auburn, R.I.
Fred. Hewitt Devere ____________ ---- __ ...... ___ __ .. ____ _Auburn, R. I.
· Daniel Dinsmore Delaney ____ .. ________________ .. __ .. _.. Davis, W. Va.
Herman Hunter Dinsmore ____ .. __ ...... ___ ......·... Manchester, N. H .
.John Hazen Dodds _______ . . __________ ----- ________ __ _North Hero, Vt .
.James Frederick Dorr .. ____ . ___________________________ Oakdale, Mass .
.Joseph Abner Dow---- __ .. ______ _.. ________________ West Baldwin, Me.
Frank Lee Dunham, A. B. _________________________ ____ Northfield, Vt.
Augustus Bid well Drummond .. ______________ .. _. ____ .... Bangor, Me.
Edward Wilson Dupee ... _______ .. __ .. _______ . __ .. _. Bridgeport, Conn.
:Stanton Seely Eddy, A. B ... ____ .. ____ ...... _________ Middlebury, Vt.
Frank Newcommer Emmerts .. _____________ . _____ ... Hagerstown, Md .
.John Francis English .. __ __ .. _______________ _. . Stafford Springs, Conn.
William Hudson Engles by __ .. __._______________________ Burlington, Vt.
Charles William Farr _________________________________ .. Elmira, N. Y.
Frank Emerson Farmer-------- _______________ ... _.. _. East Burke, Vt.
Harry Roswell Farris ____ ___ ___________________________ .. Oxford, Me.
Ernest Jabez Flagg _________________ _____ ___________ . _.Richmond, Vt.
·George William Franklin. _________ .. __________________ .. Sullivan, Me.
Claud Adelbert Freligh _______________ . ________________ . Nashua, N. H.
Rev. Robert Henry Ferguson, A. B., M.A. _____________ .. Boston, Mass.
·George Hardy Finch ... _____________ ________________ .. Burlington, Vt.
Frank Chester Frisbie .... _____ ----------------- .... Amsterdam, N.Y.
Fred. Abram Fowler ____________ ------------ ----- --- ..... Hill, N. H .
Worth Tyndall Gatchell .... ________ ____ __ ____________ __ .Alton , N. Y.
·Chauncy Hopkins Graves, Ph. G. ______________________ _Buffalo, N. Y.
Edward Francis Gleason. __ _.. ______________ .. _.. _____ . Hyannis, Mass.
Albert Joseph Green wood ____ __________ __ __ .. _______ _. Springfield, Vt.
William H. Grinnelle .... ____ . ______________ ________ . ___ . Rutland, Vt .
.John Gibson .. __ ___. ____ . __________ . _________ __ _______ Burlington, Vt.
Anthony Marvin Goddard .. _________________________ .. Hyde Park, Vt.
Dana Bailey Goddard _______________________________ .. Burlington, Vt.
Wal~er Sabra Gustin ..... ____ .. . ______ _________ ____ . Union Village, Vt.
Dav1d Eugene Harriman,. Jr. ____________ ___ ________ St. Johnsbury, Vt.
-0yrus Hamilton Hazen .. __________________________ West Hartford, Vt.
Robert Hazen . ___________ _________ _______________ : .... Burlington, Vt .
.John Darwin Harrigan __________________________ .. Chateaugay, N. Y.
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Fred. Thorburn Hatch _____ _ ------------- ___ __ ________ Burlington, Vt.
W . R. Harkness _____ _____ ___ ________ _______ __________ Hinesburgh, Vt.
Frederick Jacob Haendel __ __ _______________________ New York, N. Y.
Thomas Joseph Hogan, __ ______________________ __ __ ____ .Pittsford, Vt.
William llenry Thomas Hamill ___________________________ Bristol, R. I
Alfred Taylor Hawes . ... ___________ _________ __ __ ______ Burlington, Vt.
George Isaac Hemingway ____________ - · _______ . _______ Burlington, Vt.
Lewis Alburtus Heidel. _________________________ _______ _.Grant, N. Y.
Elias Pierce Hicks
____________ ___ _________________ __.. .Astoria, L. I.
Aymer Seth Columbus HilL ___ ___ __________ ___ _____ ____ .Johnson, Vt.
Perley Eugene Holmes ________ ---- - ----------------- -Brattleboro, Vt,
Harley Walter Holden _________________________ ___ ____ Randolph, Vt.
Morgan Brewster Hodskins _____________________ Wadham's Mills, N.Y.
Harry Varsil Hubbard _____ ___ ___ _________________ . ___ .Rochester, Vt.
Rev. George Arthur Huntley--------- ____ Weston Super Mare, England
Chester James Hurlbut _______ . ______ __________ ___________ Georgia, Vt.
George Fay Hub beL _________ .. ___ _____________ . __ ___ .St. Albans, Vt.
Harry Bastow Huver ____ . ____________________ . __ Williamsville, N. Y .
Fred Kinney Jackson, A. B. _________ _______ ______ __________ Barre, Vt.
Joseph Addison Jackson __ ________ __________ ___________ ___ . . Barre, Vt.
John Lawrence Jackson. __ . ________ _________ ___ .Fort Ethan Allen , Vt.
Charles Kimball Johnson ______________ ________ _______ . __ .Bristol, Vt.
Stillwell J ohnston. _________ ------ ___________________ __Vanceboro, Me.
Robert William Johnson ___________ __ ___________ __ Weavertown, N.Y.
Harry Gray Judson ___ _______________________ __________ Bethel, Conn.
Henry Barstow Ketcham. ___ ---- _______________________ .Hartland, Vt.
Thomas Banks Kell . ___ ---- _______ _____ ____________ __.Lancaster, S. C.
William Richard Keyes .. ______ ___ __________________ Glens Fall~, N . Y.
James Thomas Kerrigan____ _____ ___________________ .Hudson, Mass.
James Fatheringham Kendrick _____ _______ __ _________ . __ _.Glover, Vt.
Charles Henry Kingsbury ____________________ . _______ Danielson, Conn.
William Ripley Kinson _____ ___ .. ______ : ___ ____ _______ Burlington, Vt.
Wesley Lindley Murray Knowles .. __________ .. North Ferrisburgh, Vt.
Winford Howard Lane .. ____________________ _____ . ______ .Ludlow. Vt.
Henry Clarence Lapp. ____________ ____________________ Claren ce, N. Y.
Chester Sylvester Leach _______________________________ Hyde P ark, Vt.
Harry Edwin Lewis . _________________ __ ________ _____ __Burlington, Vt.
Ernest George Livingston _____________________________ .Berkshire, Vt
Clarence Bertram Livingston ________ _______ _______ _____ .Lowell, Mass.
Patrick Henry Lodge _____ __ _______________________ . Naugatuck, Conn.
James Love _______________ _.--------- - -- __________________ Troy, N.Y.
Alverne P ercy Lowell, Ph. B, _________________________ Burlington, Vt.
William David McFee __________________ __ ____________ Haverhill, Mass.
James Nicholas McKone . ___ . : ____ . _____________ . ____ .Hartford, Conn.
Frederick William McKibbon. ______________________ .St. Steven, N. B.
William Joseph McNiff _________________________ __ ___ Worcester, Mass.
Dennis Edwin McSweeney . _______ __ __ ___ __________ North Creek , N. Y.
Donald William Macdonald .. _________________________ .Burlington, Vt.
Albert James Mackay ____ .. __________________ ________ __ . Peacham. Vt .
Charles Herbert Mace ___________ ___ _______ ______ Sydney Center, N. Y.
Robert Mowe Mahlman, A. B. __ .. __ ____ ____ ____________ __ .Lubec, Me.
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Benjamin Louis Marcou .... .... --------------------· ___ _Berlin, N.H. ·
Erwin Walter Markham _____________________ East Long Meadow, Mass.
Henry A. Maynru·d-- --- ------- ------ -----------------------Jay, N.Y.
William Francis Meagher._ .... _ ____ . ____ .. _... _. ___ .Chicopee, Mass.
Joseph Euclid Mercier. ___ . __ .... . ____ . ___ .. _.. __ . Farnumsville, Mass.
Quincy Heald Merri!L _________________________________ _Milford, N.H.
Ross Halford Miner ...... __ .. __ .. __________ . _____ .. North Pownal, Vt.
Arthur Oscar Morton _______ ___ __________________ _____ _St. Albans, Vt.
HerbertNathan Montefiore ____________________________ St. Albans, Vt.
Ed ward John Mountain .. __ . _... __ ._. __ _--- ___ ... ·- __ .. D anville, Que.
Harry Herbert Moore .. ________ .. ___ . __ _________ ._ .. . _. __ Wales, Mass.
Star Abner Moulton ........ __ .. __ . ___________ .. _... Bridgeport, Coun.
llsaac Charles Munson . _________________________________ Buffalo, N. Y.
Albert Warren NewhalL_ ..... .. _____ . ___ . ________ ... . Stoneham, Mass.
Nelson Estees Nichols ___________________________ ____ Brooktield, Mass.
William Edwin Oakes ...... __ ... _.. ___________ .. _____ - · Burlington, Vt.
J. F. O'Brien. ___ __ ._ ..... ____ . ___________ ... . ___ ... Bellows Falls, Vt.
John Joseph O'Connor _____ ___ ----------------- --- ---Brattleboro, Vt.
Carroll Dunham Partridge .. _..... _. ______ ._ .... ____ .. Bennington, Vt.
Henri Pache __________ .. ___ ___ ... _______ . ___ .. ___ . __.. Pittsfield, Mass.
Charles Fulton Parker __ ...... ___ . __ .. _____________ West Baldwin, Me.
John Reynolds Patton _________________ ____ ______ Alburgh Springs, Vt.
Cluford Atherton Pease .... _._ . __ .. ___________ ._ . ___ . West Bolton, Vt.
Sidney Prentice Phelps __________ - · _________________ ... Norwood, N. Y.
Willard DeForest Preston _______________________________ Attica, N. Y.
Wallace Marcell Pierce ___ . ____ - --- __ . . ____________ . _.. Cambridge, Vt.
Fred. Elmer Prichard, B. L, ____________________________ _Bradford, Vt.
Robert Huseo Purple .. ______ ........ .. -· ___________ ._._ Woodstock, Vt.
Byron Herbert Purvis .. _____ . .. __ _.. : ___________ .. _.. Montreal, P. Q.
Albert John Pullen ____ ...... __ ... ____ . ____ ___ __ ... _.. Brattleboro, Vt.
Walter Hildreth Ranks _____ _.. __ .. __.. _. ________ _.. .. _. Lowell, Mass.
Rees Byron Rees . _. . ___ . ____ . _.. __ .. ___ . __ . _... _....... _Boston, Mass.
Robert Myron Reed .. ___ ... ____ .. __ . _____ .. _.. __ . __ ._ .. Burlington, Vt.
Rev. John Kelsall Robson_ ... ___ .. __________ . _.. _. _WimsloW;"England
Frank Mathews Rogers _________________________________ _Panton, Vt.
Alfred Merriman Rowley ........ _.. ...... ____ ... ____ Townsend, Mass.
Verne Moores Rogers . ___ .... ___ ... _.. __________ ___ ._ .. Ash land , N, H.
Frederick St. John .. _ ---- --------- ------------- -- ----Burlington, Vt.
Joseph Arthur St. Germain. __________________ ._. __ ... _. Winooski, Vt.
Charles Benjamin Sprague __ .. ______ .. ________ . Wad ham's Mills, N. Y.
George Henry Sanborn ____ ________ -------- - ------- . .. Concord, N.H.
Howard Elmer Sargent .. _________ __ ______ . ______ . __ ._ .Morrisville, Vt.
Carlos Adams Shaw __ ____ .. ___ ___ __ .. _____ __ .... South Northfield, Vt.
Charles Jacob Spaid. ___ .. ___ ... __ .. _. ___ . _______ __ _.. Philmont, N.Y.
Henry Waite Sabin __ __ .. _____ ___ . ______ ______ .. _...... Montpelier, Vt.
George Millar Sabin _______ . __ .... _._. _____________ ..... Malone, N. Y.
Frederick Damon Sherrard .... __ __ . ___ . ___ .. _ . . _.......... Wino, Me.
William Avery Schermerhorn ____ ___ . __ . ____ ._. ___ .. _. __ Wilton, N.Y.
Walter Chadwick Sears ___ . ______ ___ . ___ ._. _______ .... Portland, Conn.
John Milton Stevens ____ _______________________________ Richmond, Vt.
Dennis Miner Shea __ __ ..... ___ .. _. __.. __ . ______ .... __ _ Nashua, N. H.
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Peter Beadalburne Stewart---------·------··-··· · West Superior, Wis.
Frederick John Stephenson ..... ... . __ .. ____ .. __ ... ..... . Burlington, Vt.
Henry Hamblin Seely, A. B ............ . . . ..... ..... .. Middlebury, Vt.
Ned Carroll Stiles ... . ......................... . .. . . St. Johnsbury, Vt.
L ester Everet S mith ..... .. ..... _.. _................... Wilton, N. Y .
Charles Rufus Skinner, B. S.................... . . Hoosick Falls, N.Y.
H erbert Emmons Stockweli. .......... ...... .. ...... .. Burlington, Vt.
LeRoy Ray Stoddard .................. . .. .. . ........ . Glens Falls, N.Y.
Mortimer Joseph Stoddard ....... _.... ____ ..... ... .. . . Brattleboro, V t.
Thomas Jefferson Strong .... .. .. .. .. . . ................ Bw·lington, Vt.
Bingham Hiram Stone, A . B .. . ·- ···- --· · ·-· ·-· -····· ---- Jericho, Vt.
George Henry Stone. __ _... __ ... .. ... _.. _._ . . _....... _.Monson, Mass.
Jaco b Eaton Shoecraft . ............ ... ... .... ...... ..Mannsville, N.Y.
Antou H enry Schroeter ........ _.. _..... __ . __ ........ Woodland, N. Y.
Edgar Charles Syrett .... . __ ....... . .. _. .. . . ... _..... Springfield, Mass.
Ch arieR P orter Sylvester .. . .. ... ...... __ . __ .... _. ___ .. ___ .. Hull , Mass.
E'd ward Patrick Teague._ ... _...... ___ . __ . .. ____ ... ..... Lowell, Mass.
William Taft Tilly . . _. ... . ..... _. .. . . _. .. ___ .. _. South Burlington , Vt.
John Trotter, Jr .... .. . . ....... . .. ·· ·--·- -···· · ...... ... .. . Troy , N.Y.
Albert Johnson Thomas· --- ···· ·····- ··· ·-····Middle Granville, N.Y.
Frank Lincoln Tozier, A. B .... . .................. Fairfield Center, Me.
William Burton Thorning . . ...... .... -----· - ··-·-··· . .. . Keene, N. H .
Francis Dean Toomey .... _ _. ........ .. ............. Bridgeport, Conn.
Frank James Tuttle .......... . . _............. _.... . Naugatuck, Conn.
William John Tyndall, Jr .. . .. ··-· ·-·-·· · .. ........ . ... Burlington , Vt.
Waldo J esse Upton ____ . . . .. .. . ......... .... ····- - - .... St. Albans, Vt.
William John Waller ___ . _____ . _. . .. .... . ..... ; . .. . ____ .. Lowell, Mass.
Vance William Waterman ...... _. .. ___ . .... __ .. ______ Burlington, Vt.
Albert Andrews Wheelock ... . .. ............... . ...... Burlington, Vt.
Karl Weaver .. · - ---· · -- - ····-··········· ···· · ·· --·New Boston, N.H.
Frank Davis Weymouth ... ···· · ···-··-··-- · ·-···· · ·····Howland, Me.
Norman Brown Webber, B. S . .................... ThAtford Center, Vt.
G. W. Wren . ... _._ .... ........... . .. . .. ..... _._ . ... Bridgeport, Conn.
Arthur Dudley West, A. B ......... __ ........... . .... _.. . Newport, V t.
Rodney F . W illard ......... ...... . .. . ...... .... .. E ast Montpelier, Vt.
Robert Browning W ilson ....... . . ___ ._ .. __ .. _........ Washington, Vt.
Allen Everard Wilson .... ....... _.... _. . ................. Belfast, Me.
George Duff Whiteside . ... ...... .. ... ..... ... ... __ ____ Vergennes, Vt.
Walter James White .. .. ... . ··· ·· ·- ·····-·- ·· ·· ..... ... Shelburne, Vt.
Frank Dunster White . . . . ... ... . .. .. ...... .... ...... Cambridge, N. B.
Maurice John Wiltse, Ph. G . ... . ..... .. ... ... . Richfield Sprin gs, N. Y .
Henry Lawrence Wilder .. _.. . .. __ .... . .. . __ ............ Swanton, Vt.
Ernest Oliver Winship ..... .... ......... . . ........ . . .. Manchester, Vt.
Charles Ed ward Zink . ..... _... _. . . _......... __ ... __ .. Branford, Conn.
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University of Vermont.
Instruction is given in the UNIVERSITY inI. The Course of LibE-ral Arts, which is the usual Collegiate Course
in the Languages, ancient and modern, Mathematics, Physical Science,
Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy, Rhetoric, Literature, and History ; leading to the Degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Philosophy.
II. The Courses required (1) by the Morrill Act of 1862, which prov ides that instruction be given not only in "Classical and other scientific studies," but especially in "Branches of learning relating to Agriculture ar:d the Mechanical Arts," and (2) by the Endowment Act of
1890, which provides for instruction in "Agriculture, the mechanic arts,
the English language, and the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural and economical sciences, with special reference to their
application in the industries of life." These courses are :
1.

A Course in Civil and Sanitary Engineering.

2. A Course in Theoretical and Applied Chemistry.
3.

A Course in Agriculture.

4.

A Course in Mechanic Arts.

5.

A Course in Electrical Engineering.

Candidates may be admitted without examination if they bring
certificates from reputablE' Preparatory .S chools whose courses of study
fully meet the requirements for admission, but students so admitted are
on probation during the first year.
A Course preparatory to the study of Medicine, embracing from two
to three years, is offered, the particulars of which will be furnished on
application.
All the courses in the Academic and Scientific Departments are
open to young women upon the same conditions as to young men. The
young women are required to room and board in private families approved by the Faculty.

...
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Scholarships , cancelling tuition, have been established for the benefit of young men of limited means, in the Academical Department.
The University enjoys unusual facilities for securing employment
for students in the Engineering Department, both during the course and
after its completion.
The Chemical Laboratory affords the amplest facilities for analytical;
work. Medical students, or persons who intend to engage in Pharmacy.
may take a special Laboratory Coill'se.
Furnished dormitories are rented to Academical students at from
$18 to $30 per annum, including care. Table board may be had for$2.5(}
to $ll.OO per week.
For further information or catalogue, address
M. H . BUCKRAM, President.
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UNIVfR~ITY Of VtRMONT AND ~TAH AGRICULTURAL COLUGL

BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

MATTHEW HENRY BUCKH.AM, A . M., D. D.,
j
PRESIDENT.
HIS ExCELLENCY JOHIAH GROUT,
EX-OFFICIO .
GOVERNOR OF THE STATE. J

f

On the Pa1·t of the University of Vermont:
HoN. HOMER NASH HIBBARD, LL.D., Chicago. nz.
HoN. GEORGE GRENVILLE BENEDICT, A.M., BU7·lington, Vt.
HoN. HORACE HENRY POWERS, A. M., Morrisville, Vt.
JOHN HEMAN CONVERSE, A. B., Philadelphia. Pa.
HoN. TORREY ENGLESBY WALES, A. B., Burlington.
ELIAS LYMAN, A.M., Burlington.
HoN. ROBERT ROBERTS, Burlington.
RoN. W. SEWARD WEBB, M.D., Shelburne.

On the Part of the Vermont

Agricult~tral

College :

HoN. CROSBY MILLER, Pomfret.
HoN. REDFIELD PROCTOR, A.M., Proctor.
HoN . EBENEZER JALLS ORMSBEE, LL. D., Bmndon .
W. J. ROBINSON, Barton.
HoN. CYRUS JENNINGS, Hubba1·dton.
T. M. GRAVES, Underhill .
HoN. JUSTIN SMITH MORRILL, LL.D., Straff07·d.
GARDNER 1:\. FASSETT, Enosburgh.
CASSIUS PECK, Burlington.
GEORGE GRENVILLE BENEDICT, A. M., Secretary.
E. HENRY POWELL, A. B., Treasurer, 184 College Street.

Executive Committee:
MATTHEW HENRY BUCKRAM,
GEORGE GRENVILLE BENEDICT,
HORACE HENRY POWERS,
TORREY ENGLESBY WALES.

1

; 1889- 95

~ 1891-97

J
1

}- 1893-99
)

